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Learning Objectives 

• Define your role in managing your boss 
• List strategies to foster a positive 

relationship with your boss 
• Describe a process to verify expectations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fostering positive relationship – includes getting buy in, managing expectations



What Would You Do? 

My boss is rarely in the office, but micromanages everything.  In 
her absence, she sends requests or assigns tasks with minimal 
instructions and little clarity.  Upon review of the results, she 
criticizes the work, calls the person in charge of the task stupid 
and incompetent, yells and displays anger. She leaves the 
meeting in an outburst.  I’m trying to figure out what is needed 
and how to please my supervisor but everything I try seems to 
be wrong.   

 
I work long hours trying to complete multiple requests with despair 

knowing it won’t be good enough, that it won’t be done in the 
way my supervisor wants and ultimately I will be yelled at and 
berated.  I have a stomach ache every Sunday night, thinking 
about going to work the next morning.  I find myself completely 
exhausted all the time and spend the day walking on eggshells.   

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In groups of 3-4, talk about what you would do if you were the person in this situation, dealing with this boss.



Fundamentals  

Managing up is… 

Gabarro, JJ. and Kotter, JP.  "Managing Your Boss." Harvard Business Review, 
January, 2005, 92-99  

The process of consciously working with your 
superior to obtain the best possible results for you, 
your boss, and the [organization]. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is how managing up is defined in the literature.  The key word in this definition is Consciously – consciously implies acting deliberately, making a choice, acting strategic strategicallyMany bosses get into their position not because they are a great manager, but because they are technically skilled.  Others come to their position simply because of seniority.  And still others because of organizational politics.  So they get into these positions and have no idea how to manage others.  And then they aren’t given training so they can develop management skills.  Managing up becomes more important when your boss is less adept at managing down.  



Fundamentals 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Managing up requires you to make 2 important internal decisions:Accept that your boss has limitations as a manager – remove “should” from your vocabulary (they should do this, they should do that etc)Be wiling to take responsibility for the relationship and improving it/enhancing itManaging up:Is about you – not your boss – and what you can do to manage your relationship with your boss Helps you identify adjustments you can make to be more effective with your bossFocuses your energy and effort on what you can control Managing up requires active, not passive, participation on YOUR part



Understanding Yourself 

 
So you can choose how to respond 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since you can only control your own reaction, and knowledge allows you to act consciously, it is important to have as much insight into yourself as possible.  This is a list of some things to keep in mind.Know your:Decision-making styleCommunication styleStrengths/weaknessesValuesAttitude toward authorityExpectationsQuestion to the group:  What are 3 things you can do to increase  your self awareness?Ask for feedbackPractice self reflection – particularly in situations that did not go they way you wanted them to go – ask yourself what role did I play or am I playing in this situation?Engage in executive coachingPay attention to the stories you tell yourself



Understanding Your Boss 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Distribute/refer to What I know/Don’t Know about my bossMore you know about your boss better able you are to act strategically.Some things you want to think about with your boss:Priorities, values, agenda (both personal and professional)ExpectationsCommunication styleTime management styleStrengths/weaknessesConflict stylePressures (from their boss, the milieu)Hot buttons/pet peevesSpecific preferences (daily reports, templates used)Work style (in person, email, phone etc)Decision-making styleEnergy flow (the best time of day to approach them)Motivators



Building Positive Relationships 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Page x of workbookOn page X of workbook are listed attributes of positive relationship and actions that foster positive relationships.In your table groups review the lists.  What is missing?  Select one attribute and one behavior as the most important and talk with your table groups about why you selected that attribute and how that impacts your relationship with your boss.Review the pivotal practices on page X of the workbook.  Anything stand out to you?



 Verifying Expectations:  
Expectation Mountain 

Verifying what is needed 

Understanding what was requested 

Clarifying what is wanted 

Verifying Expectations 
FOUNDATION 

Communicating what you need 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the items on the list of building positive relationships is giving the boss what they want, clarifying expectations.B/c this is so important, and because we often hear that expectations are unclear  we want to walk you though a model you can use to clarify expectations and make sure that you 1) know what your boss expects and 2) can then give your boss what they want/expect.This is a model we use with all our executive/leadership coaching clients.Especially important when something is:NewChangedUrgentBroken



Expectation Mountain 

Pre-work 
Questions to assess if you understand what is 

expected: 
• What is it I was asked to do? 
• Who do I need to involve? 
• Who is the audience? 
• With what will I need help? 
• When is it needed? 
• What does success look like? 
• What are the limits of my authority?  How much 

autonomy do I have? 
• Can I do it – what are the necessary resources to 

ensure success and how can I access them? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When using it for a project:  assess if you need to use the model, ask yourself these questions.  If you can’t answer all these questions, use Expectation Mountain to verify what your boss expects of you.When using it to discuss roles, ask yourself:  what does my boss expect of me in general?  How is our communication?  Am I getting what I need, on a daily basis from my boss?  Is my boss getting what he/she needs from me on a daily basis?  Is this relationship working?  



Expectation Mountain:  Verifying 
Expectations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are four steps in the process up the mountain to reach the goal of ensuring the expectation set is met. 



Communicate 

• Why it matters: 
• Value to the organization 
• Value to the expectation setter 
• Value to you 

• Make time 
• The 5 W’s:  

• Why is it needed?  
• Why did you pick me?  
• When is it due?  
• Where does it go?  
• What needs to happen? 

• Details 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal of this step is to make sure you understand the details of the assignment you are given.Make sure you understand the value of this assignment to the organization (the big picture) and the value to the person setting the expectation (the little picture).  Make time: Meet with the supervisor or team to discuss the assignment or task. Details: Don’t leave without making sure you have the details you need to successfully complete the assignment.



Commitment 

• Demonstrate Ownership  
• Offer comments and ideas about how you 

can complete the assignment 

• When you understand why you were 
selected you identify ways YOU add value 

• Verify Understanding: 
• Paraphrase what you understand the 

assignment to be 

• Summarize the key points (due date, format, 
audience) 

• Use active listening skills 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal of this step is to ensure that both the expectation setter and receiver are on the same page as well as engaging in dialogue about the ideas the receiver has for completing the assignment



Consequence 

• Know the positive and negative 
consequences:  

• What if this succeeds? 
• What if this fails? 

 

• Build in accountability: 
• Establish a system  

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal of this step is to 1) build in a check back system and 2) understand the ramifications of the project should it go well or notAccountability: Establish a personal accountability system for both you and the individuals/team working on the project.  Build check points along the way. The steps included in this section must be established before the project, and monitored during the project.  



Coaching 

• Feedback:  
• Follow-up. 
•  Ask questions. 
• Check the status of the work  

• Recognition:   
• Acknowledge contributions    

• Re-Identification:  
• Re-define the expectation OR 
• Re-assign it 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal of this step is to provide a status update to the expectation setter and get feedback on how you are doing.  You can also give the setter feedback about their involvement. Coach them (what did they do that was particularly helpful/unhelpful)Re-identification: If you can’t meet the expectation talk with the person about it and problem solve togetherIf the assignment has taken on a life of its own and is now beyond your expertise, talk with the setter about this and see if you can partner with someone to see it to fruition. 



Practice 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fishbowl role playFish bowl role play.  Make sure to set up the scenarioScenario :  you are an employee who needs to verify what your boss expects of you.



Revisit Learning Objectives 

• Define your role in managing your boss 
• List strategies to foster a positive 

relationship with your boss 
• Describe a process to verify expectations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is your role in Managing your boss?What are 2 strategies to foster a positive relationship with your boss?What are the 5 steps involved in the verifying expectations process?When do you use the verifying expectation process?
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